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crew frogs
country greece

Boing
‘I want to be the guy with the most systems!’

boIng // athens suBway, greece 2011 boIng // athens suBway, greece 2011

boIng // athens suBway, greece 2010

boIng // athens suBway, greece 2011

boIng // athens suBway, greece 2010
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Kid crap
A part of me is still that little playful, vulnerable child. Without doing graffiti for years I would never have 
never chosen this name… Kid Crap is the logical name after years of writing experience. It had never could 
have be my first writers name. but for sure it will be my last.
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interview with: bJ: How did you come up with your name?

c: I always liked names that sound interesting and different like Kid 

capri, Iz the wiz, or Mr. Maks. In the beginning of gMs I used to write 

rapid, but from one day to the other I wasn’t able to do the letters ‘I’ and 

‘D’ in a nice way anymore. after some very frustrating months I just cut 

it up and started a more funny approach on writing. From that day on 

I just wrote rap… I just asked myself: ‘what is your hobby?’ – ‘I spray 

graffiti’ ‘what do you spray?’ – ‘I spray rap’…. haha, on the one hand it 

was about how ridiculous things are nowadays in this hiphop-related 

graffiti thing. on the other hand, it was completely ironic. this period 

didn’t last very long because in my opinion a crew has to have three 

letters, a writers name four to five letters… but of course there are some 

very good exceptions out there. I sat down and was thinking about how 

to decorate the letters r-a-p, because I won’t give them up anymore. 

Due to the fact that I don’t like fantasy writer names either, I searched 

the dictionary for words having the r-a-p inside. I fell in love with crap 

at first sight because of the meaning. Its meaning is shit, rubbish, dirt. 

to me it was a perfect fit! I’m always the guy stepping in dog shit, or the 

adrenalin-rush-shit of another writer in the bushes nearby a yard. when 

I go out painting it’s almost for certain that I will have paint all over me 

after the action. one day I even stumbled on the tracks and a can fell 

down and exploded directly in front of my face. It’s always like that. to 

add the ‘Kid’ is the manifestation of forever being young.

bJ: Crews (and why you’re in a crew…)?

c: there is only gMs. I’m in a crew because it is a part of graffiti!? I just 

started to write it because I was down with the founders of gMs, regie 

and sper, and they came up with that nice combination of letters. I loved 

the letters right from the start and I asked if I could write it too. I joined 

gMs in the beginning of the crew in april 2002. of course there are a 

lot of guys in it I really love for one or another reason but due to the fact 

that I need a lot of time for myself, it is not that everyday big family thing 

for me. over the years gMs became more and more important to me 

than all my former crews. It is part of my existence like my alter ego Kid 

crap. even if everybody else in gMs quits writing I will still keep it alive.

bJ: Writing since?

c: the very first contact was nearly 19 years ago. From then on I 

recognized that there is a secret language on the walls of my city. If 

you read the codes for the first time you will either try to understand 

what this is all about, or you will take no interest in it at all. that’s the 

first difference between becoming a writer or not. I tried to decrypt this 

language and I felt a deep fascination right from the beginning. one 

day I understood what this was all about. It took me quite some time, 

because back then I didn’t know any other real writers aside from some 

suburban tagger guys from my school. after 6 years of only sketching 

and taking photos of other writers’ works I started my own venture 

into writing. I`ve been active for about 13 years ever since. Mmmhh, 

it doesn’t feel like that. I should have started writing earlier because 

sometimes it is not so easy to integrate graffiti into my daily working live, 

but I’m a late bloomer in every field.

bJ: The diversity of style in your pieces is rich. Are you able to 

paint enough to free your creativity?

c: no way. It’s satisfying and frustrating in equal measure. I have 

so many ideas in my mind that sometimes only thinking about the 

realization leads to apathy. on the other hand I know exactly what to 

do if I have enough time to paint. there are times I really write a lot and 

then I slide into doing more lettering than idea-graffiti and this can lead 

to frustration too. For me it’s boring just doing style-letters over and over 

again without any meaning or special addition. It’s like painting without 

reaching a goal. In those moments I have to fall back; do other things. 

Maybe quit writing for some weeks to get to the core again. when I 

restart after such a period I normally have my most creative moments. 

For me, this is my vicious circle. to put those ideas into action really 

satisfies me and this leads to my extreme lust for writing. then I start 

writing more and more and for sure there is not always the time to make 

everything ‘special’. at this point I do more style-writing and than the 

vicious circle starts again.

bJ: Where do all the ideas come from? What is it in life that inspires 

you to do such different styles? 

c: My ideas are directly channelled from the brain of satan into my 

hands. there was a time where complete pieces and color schemes 

came into my mind the second before I fell asleep. It was like 

subconscious terror. I never had a piece of paper and a pen beside my 

bed and I lost all of those beautiful pieces and ideas because I wasn’t 

able to capture them. nowadays, most of my ideas are coming while 

I’m listening to music. this is why I listen to music the entire day. It’s 

one of my most important sources of power in life. to name my most 

inspirational fields I would say: first we have graphic design, comic-

art, punk, rock’n’roll and heavy metal, philosophy, advertising, package 

design, movies, dark humor, love, graffiti by itself, reflection of my 

environment, self-irony, politics, frustration of life, happiness in life and, 

of course, the will to make this world a more free and colorful place. as 

you can see, I have a big variety of influences from hate to love, from 

depression to happiness, from deeper meaning to total nonsense, and 

this leads to the huge variation of styles. and, I have to say that I hate to 

do the same piece over and over. It does not suit me.
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fusIon // BrIsBane, australIa 2010

rACHe // gerMany 2010
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def THreATs // lonDon suBway, unIteD KIngDoM 2009

crew Def ThreaTs 
country various

Dtees crew

suICIde // BerlIn suBway, gerMany 2011

dTees // vIenna suBway, austrIa 2009

‘The clique is fully sick!’
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enJoy Feat. the Man wIth the MasK // czech repuBlIc 2009

crew T2b uns pure haTe
country czech republic

enjoy

enJoy // vIenna s-traIn, austrIa 2008 enJoy // prague suBway, czech repuBlIc 2008

enJoy // prague, czech repuBlIc 2011enJoy // polanD 2010

‘I know the joy of fishes in the river through my own joy, as I go walking along the same river.’ (Chuang Tzu)
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lATIn luCe // new yorK suBway, unIteD states 2010

crew 031 Mb’s 
country swiTzerlanD

luce
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luCe // caracas suBway, venezuela 2010

luCe // Buenos aIres suBway, argentIna 2010

luCe // catanIa suBway, sIcIlIa 2009
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luCe // MIlan suBway, Italy 2010

‘forever 031 – my life for my gang!’
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mdT CreW // Moscow nIghtshIFt, russIa 2010 

crew MDT
country russia

MDt crew

oser // Moscow, russIa 2009

rng mdT // Moscow, russIa 2010

oser // Moscow suBway, russIa 2009

Kdr mdT pIrATes // Moscow, russIa 2010

mdT // Moscow, russIa 2010 Alone // Moscow, russIa 2010
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TAps // lyon suBway, France 2007

crew none
country gerMany

taps
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TAps // France 2008TAps // gerMany 2011

TAps // Italy 2007 TAps // gerMany 2011
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quIeT // lyon suBway, France 2010

quIeT // Brussels suBway, BelgIuM 2010

TIbAK // Brussels suBway, BelgIuM 2010

dAor // KharKov suBway, uKraIne 2008

quIeT flIKe // Brussels suBway, BelgIuM 2010

crew Trg
country various

trg crew


